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Richard Wordingham shared his comments about Lao Yamakkan on the Unicore list and also to me privately.

From Unicore:

 [...] As Thai pure killers wanchakan (U+0E4C THAI CHARACTER THANTHAKHAT) and yamakkan (U+0E4E THAI CHARACTER YAMAKKAN) appear to have a common origin, I wonder whether Lao YAMAKKAN should be disunified from U+0ECC. The proposal does not present evidence that they are different characters, but it certainly seems that U+0ECC is being used everywhere that the proposed YAMAKKAN is. [...]

Below are relevant parts of the discussion with him via email.

Vinodh R:

 [...] At least one argument against unification would be contrastive use. Jayasaro Bhikkhu (in CC) would like to use the new encoded Yamakkan and the Lao cancellation sign while writing Pali (adopting an older Thai-Pali orthography).

สก์ยปุตโต

สกัยปุตโต

He has already produced several documents borrowing the Thai Yamakkan in Lao. The right approach of course would be to use the newly-proposed character. [...] 

Richard W:

 [...] The image shows a very Thai-like cancellation mark. However, I’ve been seeing Lao cancellation marks that are more like elaborate tildes, so the glyphic argument is not as strong as it would seem from that example.

Am I to take it that you don’t have an unchallengeable example of a Lao script contrast?

Feel free to publish these remarks of mine. [...]

Vinodh R:

 [...] The following image seems to show parallel usage of both the Cancellation (sic) and the proposed Yamakkan (marked in red). [...] 

Richard W:

 [...] It looks then as though we’ll have to handle another dimension to Lao script Pali writing systems. [...] 

The image shown above is from [2] as referenced in L2/21-093. The Yamakkan is circled in red and the cancellation sign in blue.